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•  Our first difficult issue was contention over whether to call the  
bicentennial a celebration or a commemoration.  In 1996, after an  
intensely heated board meeting, the National Council’s tribal board  
members prevailed in convincing the others to officially refer to the  
anniversary as a commemoration in deference to Native objections about 
celebrating the end of the world we had always known.

•  Inclusion was a tough issue.  From the beginning, we wanted inclusion of 
all tribes – federally recognized, state recognized or non-recognized – who 
were impacted and disenfranchised by the Westward expansion that  
followed Lewis & Clark.  At critical junctures we were pressured to take 
sides in disputes between sub-sets of tribes and tribal nations, or to  
disavow the position of American Indians who protested the bicentennial 
commemoration.  We could not.  We were committed to uncensored  
inclusion of all tribal perspectives. We were, however, forced to discern 
who was eligible to speak for their people and who was eligible for  
bicentennial funding.  The challenge of this issue ultimately compelled 
COTA and the National Council to develop a policy requiring any group, 
whose tribal legitimacy was questioned, to provide proof of lineal  
descendancy from a historical tribal nation whose homelands were tra-
versed by the Lewis & Clark Expedition.  Those who could not were 
deemed ineligible for membership in COTA.

•  Tribal elected leadership, officials, staff and other community members did 
not always agree on the telling of history or on the level of participation 
they should take in the commemoration.  This created challenges within 
tribes themselves.

•  In their Journals, Lewis & Clark type-cast tribes for everything that would 
come later.  Correcting misconceptions recorded by Lewis & Clark was, 
and remains, an enormous challenge.  For instance, Clark’s reference to the 
Teton Sioux as the “vilest miscreants of the savage race” has formed the 
basis of federal relations toward the Great Sioux Nation for more than  
200 years.
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•  For tribes, the commemoration was not especially about creating and  
profiting from bicentennial products.  Yet many others appropriated tribal 
stories, images, foods, symbols, histories, etc. to create products for their  
own profit.  Some tribes adopted resolutions and laws protecting their  
intellectual property.  All the same, this became a huge and frustrating issue 
that we could not fully police.   

•  We were challenged, yet we succeeded in large part, to educate the public 
about all tribal nations involved in the Lewis & Clark story – not just the most 
prominent four or five tribes most voluminously described in the Journals.

•  We were never fully able to eliminate the notion of tribes as backdrop to a 
Lewis & Clark hero story.  Many people simply wanted to know what the 
tribes thought of the explorers.  The tribes wanted to talk about our histories 
before, during and after contact with Lewis & Clark, yet many bicentennial 
organizers and event participants wanted to keep educational and interpretive 
efforts focused on the 28 months of the Expedition.

•  The government-to-government relationship between tribes and the USA  
manifested through federal agencies’ prescribed consultation procedures, but 
we needed to teach some states and local communities how to work with 
tribes as sovereign nations.  Sometimes agency processes were slow.  In the 
future we hope to find ways to move forward together more efficiently.

•  Some communities were quick to claim members of the Lewis & Clark  
Expedition as their own but needed help getting in touch with the tribal na-
tions whose ancestral homelands they now occupy.  For instance, Louisville, 
KY, and Clarksville, IN, erected interpretive signage about William Clark and 
York.  But the bicentennial also put them in touch with the Shawnees who 
lived and flourished in their area for millennia before the Expedition. 

•  For all our considerable successes, we were unable to reach some audiences 
who needed to hear us, and we were unable to change the thinking of  
many people.  

             Toughest Issues:

    TThe experience of COTA and tribal participation in the Lewis & Clark Bicentennial would  
           have been far less rich, meaningful and honest had we taken paths of least resistance.  An array 
of profoundly difficult issues arose, from the beginning of planning to the commemoration’s conclusion.  We were 
able to resolve some of them.  Others were not within our ability to resolve. 
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What We Wish We Had Done Differently:
As with every successful endeavor, there were a few things that hindsight makes us wish we had done differently or 
more thoroughly.

•  Cultural Resource Protection – our primary effort on behalf of this critical 
issue was the COTA public service announcement and a page on the  
National Council website urging respect for sacred places.  However, 
self-monitoring did not work, and some individuals and organizations took 
advantage of opportunities to exploit tribal cultural and intellectual  
resources.  The National Park Service, other federal and state agencies,  
National Association of Counties and Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage  
Foundation chapters can help carry this goal forward.  General manage-
ment planners for national parks, trails and sites need to join forces with 
other federal, state, tribal and local enforcement agencies to protect  
cultural landscapes and sites and monitor cultural site problems.  

•  Full inclusion of Indian youth – we had elder forums but few youth forums.  
Some youth successes included support for the International Traditional 
Games Society and the Twin Buttes and White Shield schools, but overall, 
COTA could have pursued more programming for Indian youth.  

•  Sacagawea – there were successful, substance rich forums at Monticello, 
Missoula, Bismarck and St. Louis, but we wish we had conducted a forum 
specifically to increase inter-tribal understanding of Sacagawea and the  
nations who claim her.

•  Eastern Legacy – more Eastern tribes could have been involved if we had 
been better funded earlier.  The Monacan Indian Nation of Virginia was a 
full participant in COTA and the bicentennial.  Other Eastern tribes whose 
ancestors were impacted by the lives of Thomas Jefferson, Meriwether 
Lewis and William Clark deserved the opportunity to tell their stories.  

•  Changing attitudes – despite changing the attitudes and expectations of 
many good-hearted individuals, we fell short of convincing the Lewis & 
Clark Trail Heritage Foundation, the Lewis & Clark Trail’s national advocacy 
organization, of the value of tribal history and perspectives.

•  IMAX film – the National Geographic Society could have consulted tribes 
earlier when making its IMAX film about Lewis & Clark.  Instead, it created 
the film, and invited tribal representatives to review it after it was too late 
to make significant changes.  

•  Legal distractions – we wish the National Council had not become  
involved in early trademark fights, thereby draining time, energy and  
money away from more substantive efforts.  Ditto the early product  
endorsement program.

•  Re-enactor groups – neither the Council nor the COTA endorsed any  
re-enactor groups, yet several groups claimed endorsement.  We wish they 
had heard us clearly.

•  Documentation of tribal involvement – we wish we had taken more  
photographs and thoroughly recorded all tribal activities and participation.

•  Annual reports – we should have sought funding to publish annual reports 
acknowledging donors, partners, Indian books, etc.

•  Another good book idea – we wish we had planned ahead of time to publish 
a book on places of conscience, commemoration and consequence.

COTA has concluded its work, but we hope American Indian nations will  
continue to have strong and essential voices in the telling of American  
history.  Like all historical events, the 28-month Lewis & Clark Expedition was 
transient.  The 45-month commemoration of the expedition’s bicentennial  
anniversary was also transient.  

The tribes are still resident.  


